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Abstract 

This report contains draft guidelines regarding the quantification of lifecycle and human health risk 
indicators for engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) as may be calculated through a Life Cycle 
Assessment (LCA) approach. It is based on an extensive review of LCA and impact assessment 
literature describing the state-of-the-art approaches in the field of LCA for ENMs as well as the CEN 
technical specification 17276:2018 – Application of EN ISO 14044:2006 to Manufactured 
Nanomaterials. Written in the context of risk governance of nanomaterials, this document intends to 
guide the process of establishing impact assessment indicators for various levels of detail.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Life cycle assessment methodology 

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a standardized methodology (ISO 2006a, 2006b) which aims at evaluating 

the environmental impacts of products, processes or services along their lifecycle. This comprehensive 

approach can thus identify potential trade-offs between different life stages or environmental indicators. 

LCA can be applied for several purposes such as eco-design support, products benchmarking, 

environmental labelling, policy support, etc. 

The methodology is divided into four main steps: 

Goal and scope definition: This first step is essential to clearly states the objectives of the LCA study as 

well as its scope. It includes the definition of the studied scenarios, the system boundaries, the functional 

unit (quantified function to normalize results), the selected environmental indicators and other modelling 

(LCI) modelling: For each process included in the defined boundaries, the inputs (e.g. consumption of 

electricity) and outputs (e.g. generation of waste) need to be collected. These so-called foreground data, 

which are specific to the studied system, are linked to background data reflecting the upstream and 

downstream processes (e.g. generation of electricity up to raw materials extraction). The latter are 

mostly generic data coming from LCI database or literature. The LCI results represent all the 

environmental flows (e.g. carbon dioxide emission, extraction of raw material, release of pollutants into 

water, etc.) normalized to the functional unit (e.g. the transport of passenger over 1 km). 

Life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) modelling: In order to translate LCI results (which can be thousands 

of flows) into environmental impacts, LCIA methods are used. Environmental flows are classified and 

characterized depending on their effects. The impact due to a specific flow is obtained from the 

multiplication of the LCI amount (e.g. 10 kg of methane along the lifecycle) and the associated 

characterization factor (CF, e.g. 30.5 kg CO2-eq./kg methane). LCIA results for an impact category is the 

sum of the impacts obtained for all flows contributing to this indicator. 

Results interpretation: This final step intends to support the study goals based on LCIA results. The 

defined scenarios are compared and analyzed according to the contribution of single process or flows, 

in order to identify the “hotspots”. Modelling choices or uncertain parameters can be tested via 

sensitivity and uncertainty analyses to understand their effects on results. The related outputs can be 

used to review the scope choices, LCI or LCIA data in an iterative manner. 
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1.2 Aim and scope 

This document provides guidance for application of Life Cycle Assessment relevant to both engineered 

nanomaterials (ENMs) as well as nano-enabled products (NEPs), i.e. products containing ENMs, for all 

phases along the life cycle. It aims to provide both an overview of the state-of-the-art with respect to 

life cycle (impact) assessment modeling of ENMs as well as pragmatic approach to conducting an LCA 

study for particular ENMs or NEPs. As such, the guidance provided here is in part more directive than 

CEN and considered complimentary to CEN technical specification on LCA of ENMs: “CEN TS 

17276:2018 – Application of EN ISO 14044:2006 to Manufactured Nanomaterials.” The guidelines are 

primarily intended for LCA practitioners constructing LCA from either ENM production or NEP production 

and manufacturing perspective. 

1.3 Challenges in relation to nanomaterials 

The standardized LCA methodology can be applied to engineered nano-materials (ENMs) to support 

their eco-design (e.g. comparing different synthesis routes) or understand their environmental costs-

benefits compared to conventional products they intend to substitute. In literature, LCA was applied to 

several types of ENMs, such as nano-TiO2, nano-ZnO, nano-SiO2, nano-Ag, carbon nanotubes (CNT), 

nano-cellulose or graphene, to analyze their impacts as ENM or used for a specific sector (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Classification of studies by industry of application (adapted from Cucurachi and Blanco Rocha 
2019). 
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The LCA framework is flexible enough to be applicable to any type of product, process or service. There 

are however some key challenges that are specific to the evaluation of ENMs (Cucurachi and Blanco 

Rocha 2019; Salieri et al. 2018). 

The first one is related to the system boundaries definition. Compared to conventional products, ENMs 

can add properties to a material. The comparison per mass of product might not be representative. The 

expansion of system boundaries can be applied to tackle this multifunctionality issue (e.g. add cleaning 

process for conventional windows to compare with self-cleaning windows enhanced with ENMs). 

The second challenge is related to the availability and representativeness of LCI data. The production 

processes of ENMs are emerging technologies. Some production data can be available but not 

representative of a full-scale production (e.g. based on laboratory measurements), or they are too 

sensitive from a commercial point of view to be published transparently. There is also a clear lack of 

data regarding the emissions of nano-particles along the lifecycle of nano-enabled products. These 

potential releases are thus often excluded from LCA studies. 

Finally, the characterization of the impacts of nano-particle emissions remains challenging. Indeed, there 

is no CF yet in existing LCIA methods although several authors published developed such factors. The 

latter still suffer from uncertainties and their quality will be improved together with the developments 

made in risk assessment (RA) field. 

1.4 Structure of this guidance 

This guidance is structured as follows. Chapter 2 details the four phases of a typical LCA study as laid 

out in ISO 14040, with background on goal and scope definition, life cycle inventory modelling, the 

choice of impact categories and application of nano-specific characterization factors, as well as results 

interpretation. Chapter 3 continues with guidance on practical implementation in the context of nano-

risk governance. Finally, this guidance is concluded in Chapter 4. 
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2 Phases in a Life Cycle Assessment of ENMs 

2.1 Goal and scope definition 

The definition of system boundaries is a key aspect of a LCA study. Ideally, all the processes of the 

lifecycle of the product should be considered. In practice, it is necessary to make simplifications due to 

the enormous amount of data and the complexity of our globalized system of exchanges. In literature, 

the majority of LCA studies regarding ENMs are focused on the production steps. These so-called cradle-

to-gate analyses can be useful to compare synthesis methods, as soon as the obtained product shows 

the same performances. The publication of LCI and LCIA data per kg of ENM produced can also be 

useful for other LCA practitioners who want to model the lifecycle of a nano-enabled product. To 

understand the environmental cost-benefits of a nano-enabled product, it is however necessary to 

include also the use and end-of-life stages (cradle-to-grave analysis). Indeed, ENMs can affect the 

function of a product and therefore the service provided during the use phase. In addition, compared to 

the comparative conventional products, engineered nanoparticles (ENP) could be released during the 

various phases of the lifecycle. If a study does not intend to analyze a specific application but the overall 

impacts of the ENM deployment on the market, the targeted segments should be identified (as done by 

Pourzahedi, Vance, and Eckelman 2017 for nano-silver enabled products). The comparison can be made 

per application type with conventional processes. Results could also be integrated in prospective 

scenarios reflecting the expected market trends. 

Comparative studies rely on a common functional unit (FU) for the compared scenarios. For cradle-to-

gate studies, the FU is often the production of a normalized mass of ENM (e.g. 1 kg). Some authors 

include the material properties in the FU to be more specific and avoid potential bias (e.g. Bafana et al. 

2018 set the FU as “1 kg of 3.0±1.2 nm diameter AgNPs, equivalent to an Ag surface area of 1.9x105 

m2”). Similarly, Roes et al. 2010 proposed to apply the Ashby’s material index, considering the material 

properties of nanocomposites, to normalize their impacts and facilitate their comparison. For cradle-to-

grave analyses, the functions provided by the nano-enabled products should be identified. The 

corresponding FUs can be defined as the generation of 1 kWh of electricity for nano-enable photovoltaic 

cells (such as in Greijer et al. 2001), the driving of 1 km with an electric vehicle powdered with nano-

enabled battery (Deng et al. 2019), the protection of 1 m2 of wall during 80 years (Hischier, Salieri, and 

Pini 2017) or the use of a food container over four washing cycles (Bi et al. 2018). The definition of such 

FU can be quite uncertain due to the low maturity of the studied product and variability of consumers’ 

behavior and can greatly influence the LCA results (Hischier et al. 2017). Such issue should be tackled 

by sensitivity analysis by testing the range of possible FUs (see section 2.4 for further details). When 
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the nano-enabled product induces a new functionality compared to the compared conventional product, 

the changes that will generate this co-function should be identified (e.g. less frequent washing for a 

nano-enabled T-shirt, longer lifetime of façade thanks to nano-enabled coating) and included in the 

comparison. The definition of the time period in the FU represents a key parameter for such systems.  

As for the consideration of life cycle steps, it is also important to include as many environmental 

indicators as possible in the scope of the study to increase the coverage of environmental issues and 

identify potential trade-offs. This can be done by applying multi-criteria LCIA methods, such as the 

Environmental Footprint method from the European Commission, ReCiPe or ImpactWorld+. Previous 

studies on ENMs used these comprehensive methods but some also focused on indicators judged 

particularly relevant, such as the cumulative energy demand (CED), the global warming potential (GWP) 

or the (eco)toxicity related impacts. 

2.2 Life cycle inventory modelling 

The life cycle inventory (LCI) model in a life cycle assessment of engineered nanomaterial or nano-

enabled product does not differ conceptually from an LCI of a ‘traditional’ product or system. LCI models 

are based on a vast amount of ‘unit processes’ that identify both environmental and economic 

interventions (e.g. emissions to air or water and material and energy use) which collective form a product 

system with linked value chains. Traditionally, LCI modellers rely heavily on established LCI databases 

such as ecoinvent which provide data for key reference processes. However, data on the production 

and manufacturing of ENMs, their subsequent use in a NEP, disposal and waste, as well as the release 

of nanomaterials to the environment are at present not included in these databases, thus requiring the 

LCA practitioner to develop an LCI model themselves, or to rely on inventory data published elsewhere 

in literature. There are a number of studies published where LCI data is available as either primary data 

or through a synthesis of literature, and many with available data on nanomaterial emissions to 

environment (see e.g. Hischier et al. 2015; Li et al. 2014; Walser et al. 2011). Finally, in the case of 

missing data, LCA practitioners may use scenario analysis (where e.g. a worst-case scenario with high 

nanomaterial emission is compared against a benchmark case based on expert opinion) to assess the 

severity of missing data in the LCI model. As with ‘classical’ LCA studies, the effect of (un)certainty and 

(low) data quality should be considered and addressed through thorough sensitivity and uncertainty 

analysis (see section 2.4).  

One key departure point for an LCI of an ENM or NEP is a correct substance identification. In other 

words, the nanomaterial should be correctly specified beyond its chemical constitution (e.g. TiO2). As 

ENMs may exhibit vastly different properties dependent for example on size and shape, this should be 
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documented together with the inventory. CEN TS 17272:2018 specifies as relevant properties size and 

shape, dissolution and dispersion properties, and surface properties and information on coating (if 

applied). Further, information on the potential for agglomeration and aggregation is useful for 

environmental fate and exposure assessment and may therefore provide useful inputs required for the 

development of characterization factors in Life Cycle Impact Assessment Methods.  

Once the nanomaterial can be properly identified, the LCI may consider the phases in the life cycle 

presented in the following subsections. 

2.2.1 Production phase of ENMs 

Modelling of a unit process (or collection of unit processes) of an engineered nanomaterial follows in 

large part the same structure as the modelling the production and manufacturing. The unit process will 

have to define from which material resources the ENM is produced, the energy used in the production 

process, as well as an estimate on the infrastructure (buildings and machines) required. Here, standard 

processes from an LCI database may be used.  However, the LCA practitioner should take care to 

distinguish in the LCI model the emissions of the specific ENM to the environmental compartments in 

addition of standard emission such as combustion products. Furthermore, the content of ENM in liquid 

or solid waste should be clearly documented. In the context of risk management, emissions to indoor 

air (leading to possible exposure of workers) may be considered in detail and added as an environmental 

intervention.  

As for LCI models of bulk products, LCI data may be collected from a variety of sources; measured data, 

modelled data, or data found elsewhere in the literature and adapted to the case at hand. Uncertainty 

for each of these data points varies and this should be taken into account when interpreting results.   

2.2.2 Manufacturing phase of NEPs  

Modeling of a unit process (or collection of unit processes) for the production and manufacturing of a 

nano-enabled product follows the same rationale as described in the section above. Here, it is of 

importance to include a properly characterized and identified ENM as an input to the unit process. Special 

attention should be paid to the identification of (potential) pathways for ENM and NEP release to the 

environment in the NEP production and manufacturing process. Specific emissions of ENM and NEP to 

the environment, as well as output of ENM and NEP in waste flows, should be documented unless 

compelling reasons exist that there will not be such releases. It is recommended to include this in the 

unit process documentation.  
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2.2.3 Use phase 

Modeling the unit process describing the use phase of ENMs or NEPs requires a more extensive 

consideration unit processes of traditional bulk products. As with ENM production and NEP 

manufacturing, special attention should be paid to releases of ENM or NEP to the environment during 

the use phase, for example as a result of product wear and tear. Note that many products may have an 

extensive lifetime and product properties may change over time as a result of degradation or exposure 

to the elements. As a result, release of degradation products of ENMs in NEPs over time could be 

considered and ENMs may be released during the use phase that are substantially different from the 

‘virgin’ ENM used in the NEP.  

Finally, for products that are used directly by humans, dermal, oral, and respiratory exposure to ENMs 

may be considered as a special type of ‘environmental intervention’ and documented in the unit process. 

It should be noted that these exposures, for example exposure to fine particulate matter, or the leaching 

of potentially dangerous chemicals (such as phthalates or PFAS from (micro)plastics) is at present not 

well included in ‘traditional’ LCAs of bulk products.  

2.2.4 End of Life 

Modelling the unit process for the End-of-Life (EOL) of ENMs and NEPs, as well as waste treatment 

processes of both industrial and consumer wastes containing these materials, should include special 

attention to releases of ENMs to the environment as well potential exposure routes to humans. In LCA, 

modelling unit processes for waste treatment is often complex and resource demanding. Waste 

processes are often not specific to a certain material but deal with a large variety of incoming waste 

streams. The complex interactions between treatment process, composition of the waste stream and 

ultimate disposal process are hard to capture despite extensive measurements and are often site-

specific. Thus, the extraction of a generic unit process for EOL and waste treatment comes with large 

uncertainty. In addition, this guidance is primarily targeted at those conducting LCA studies from a 

production and manufacturing perspective, with little access to information on waste processing. In 

order to include EOL in the LCI, one pragmatic way is adapting a standard hazardous material waste 

process from an LCI database and include release of the ENMs to the environment as extra 

environmental intervention.  

2.2.5 Transport of ENMs and NEPs 

Transport of products between production site and manufacturing site, to retail and consumers, is often 

an important part in LCAs as transport may be an energy intensive contributor of emissions to the 

environment. This particularly holds for products transported over long distances by plane, as well as 
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transport by car by final consumers where the transport energy efficiency (i.e. energy used per tkm) is 

low. In the case of transporting ENMs or NEPs the risk of release of ENM or NEP to the environment 

during transport should be considered. This may happen when ENMs are loaded and offloaded prior to 

transport, as well as dependent on the mode of transport. This is of special relevance when the ENM or 

NEP has proven, or is suspected of, human and ecotoxic properties, similar to the case of all dangerous 

goods transport. When (unintentional) release is not envisioned (e.g. due to specific containment and 

mitigation measures) it is recommended to document this in the LCI process description.  
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2.3 Life cycle impact assessment modelling 

After quantifying all the environmental exchanges (emissions into the environment and use of natural 

resources) along the life cycle of a product or process, the step of life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) 

aims at translating these flows into environmental impacts. To do so, the environmental flows are 

categorized (e.g. all greenhouse gas – GHG – emissions classified into climate change category) and 

characterized depending on their effects in function of the unit of reference for the impact category. The 

conversion between the physical amount and the environmental effect is done by characterization factors 

(CFs). For example, the CF of methane for climate change impact is equal to 30.5 kg CO2 eq/kg, meaning 

that its integrated radiative forcing over 100 years is 30.5 times higher than the one of carbon dioxide. 

Since the consensual unit for climate change is kg CO2-eq (IPCC 2013), the CF is expressed in kg CO2 

eq./kg to convert the mass of emitted GHGs along the life cycle into the impact unit. The European 

Commission developed recommendations to apply default LCIA methods for several environmental 

indicators. The latest version of these LCIA guidelines is called the Environmental Footprint version 3.0 

(EF 3.0) with recommended CFs provided in Fazio, S. et al. 2018  (Table 1). 

Table 1: Recommended LCIA methods in EF 3.0 (Fazio et al., 2018) 

Impact category Indicator Unit Recommended default LCIA 

Climate change 
Radiative forcing as Global 
Warming Potential 
(GWP100) 

kg CO2 eq 
Baseline model of 100 years of the 
IPCC (based on (IPCC 2013)) 

Ozone depletion 
Ozone Depletion Potential 
(ODP) 

kg CFC-11 eq 
Steady-state ODP as in (WMO et 
al. 1999) 

Human toxicity, 
cancer effects 

Comparative Toxic Unit for 
humans (CTUh) 

CTUh 
USEtox 2.1. model (Rosenbaum et 
al. 2008) 

Human toxicity, 
non-cancer effects 

Comparative Toxic Unit for 
humans (CTUh) 

CTUh 
USEtox 2.1. model (Rosenbaum et 
al. 2008) 

Particulate 
matter/Respiratory 
inorganics 

Human health effects with 
exposure to PM2.5 

Disease incidences 
PM method recommended by 
UNEP (UNEP 2016) 

Ionising radiation, 
human health 

Human exposure efficiency 
relative to U235 

kBq U235 
Human health effect model as 
developed by Dreicer et al., 1995 
(Frischknecht et al. 2000) 

Photochemical 
ozone formation 

Tropospheric ozone 
concentration increase 

kg NMVOC eq 
LOTOS-EUROS  (van Zelm et al. 
2008) as applied in ReCiPe 2008 

Acidification 
Accumulated Exceedance 
(AE) 

mol H+ eq 
Accumulated Exceedance (Posch 
et al. 2008; Seppälä et al. 2006) 

Eutrophication, 
terrestrial 

Accumulated Exceedance 
(AE) 

mol N eq 
Accumulated Exceedance (Posch 
et al. 2008; Seppälä et al. 2006) 

Eutrophication, 
aquatic freshwater 

Fraction of nutrients 
reaching freshwater end 
compartment (P) 

kg P eq 
EUTREND model model (Struijs et 
al., 2009) as implemented in 
ReCiPe (Goedkoop et al. 2009) 
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Eutrophication, 
aquatic marine 

Fraction of nutrients 
reaching marine end 
compartment (N) 

kg N eq 
EUTREND model (Struijs et al., 
2009) as implemented in ReCiPe 
(Goedkoop et al. 2009) 

Ecotoxicity, 
freshwater 

Comparative Toxic Unit for 
ecosystems (CTUe) 

CTUe 
USEtox 2.1 (Rosenbaum et al., 
2008) 

Land use 

Soil quality index (Biotic 
production, Erosion 
resistance, Mechanical 
filtration and Groundwater 
replenishment) 

Dimensionless, 
aggregated index 
of kg biotic 
production/(m2*a) 
kg soil/(m2*a) 
m3 water /(m2*a) 
m3 g.water/(m2*a)  

Soil quality index based on LANCA 
(Beck et al., 2010;Bos et al. 2016) 

Water use 
User deprivation potential 
(deprivation-weighted 
water consumption) 

kg world eq. 
deprived 

Available Water Remaining 
(AWARE) in (UNEP 2016) 

Resource use, 
minerals and metals 

Abiotic resource depletion 
(ADP ultimate reserves) 

kg Sb eq 
CML (Guinee 2002) and (Van Oers 
et al. 2002) 

Resource use, 
energy carriers 

Abiotic resource depletion – 
fossil fuels (ADP-fossil) 

MJ 
CML (Guinee 2002) and (Van Oers 
et al. 2002) 

 

In literature, only a few authors applied EF 3.0 recommended methods to assess the environmental 

impacts of nanomaterials (Cossutta, McKechnie, and Pickering 2017; Marimón-Bolívar and González 

2018; Serrano-Luján et al. 2019), while most of the case studies used other methods such as ReCiPe, 

CML or TRACI. In priority the EF 3.0 method should be applied since it is based on the qualitative analysis 

of all available methods. However, the use of other methods can be useful, in particular to understand 

the sensitivity of the results to the LCIA modelling assumptions. Some studies focused only on a few 

indicators such as GWP or cumulative energy demand (CED). To identify potential burden shift, a 

comprehensive panel of indicators should be considered. 

The ecotoxicity and human toxicity categories are particularly relevant for the LCA of nanomaterials due 

to the potential risks associated to ENPs release. As observed in Table 1, the recommended EF method 

is called USEtox, which comes from a scientific consensus from the UNEP-SETAC Life Cycle Initiative 

(Rosenbaum et al. 2008). The latter characterizes freshwater ecotoxicity, carcinogenic and non-

carcinogenic human toxicity impacts, following the cause-effect chain of substances, including fate, 

exposure and effect modelling. The CFs for freshwater ecotoxicity express the potentially affected 

fraction (PAF) of species integrated over time and volume per kg of emitted substance (PAF.m3.day/kg), 

also referred as comparative toxic units for ecosystems (CTUe/kg). For human toxicity (carcinogenic or 

not), the CF reflects the increase of (disease) cases per kg emitted (also referred as CTU for humans – 

CTUh/kg), which can be further translated into disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) depending on the 

effect severity. The current version of USEtox does not include CFs for the emission of nanoparticles. 
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Several authors nevertheless tackled this issue by developing CF for ENPs based on available data and 

partly adapting USEtox method. In literature, twelve studies with this objective were found, sometimes 

only focusing on part of the cause-effect chain (e.g. fate modelling). Thanks to this effort, about 20 other 

studies could include the characterization of ENP emissions within the LCA application cases. Despite 

the fact that Cucurachi and Blanco Rocha 2019 compiled into one table all available CFs for ENPs in 

literature, it is important to understand the strengths and limitations of these results, facilitate the choice 

of CFs when several values exist and also compile partial data (e.g. fate, exposure or effect factors) that 

can further be combined to obtain a new CF. Such data transparency was implemented in the EF3.0 

Ecotox Explorer developed by the European Commission to support a better understanding of the CFs 

and related data and assumptions. A similar approach could be followed in RiskGONE for the assessment 

of ENPs. 

In the next sections, the best available practices and factors to characterize ENPs are detailed, while 

recommendations to further improve (eco)toxicity modelling in LCIA models are developed in the 

discussion section (which can further be fed by outcomes from Task 3.1 of RiskGONE).  

 

2.3.1 Introduction to USEtox modelling 

 In this report, an introduction to USEtox model is made to understand how it was applied and adapted 

to ENPs. However, the reader should refer to the USEtox user manual for a complete guidance.  

USEtox CF is based on the multiplication of the fate (FF), exposure (XF) and effect factors (EF):  

CF=FF×XF×EF 

First, fate modelling, used to predict the behavior of a substance in the environment, relies on a steady-

state multimedia model (adapted from SimpleBox). Fate factors (FFs) implemented in a matrix give the 

increase of mass of a given substance (in kg) in a receiving environmental compartment (columns) due 

to its emission (in kg/day) in a source environmental compartment (rows). In case the emission and 

receiving compartments are the same, FF can be interpreted as the total residence time in that 

compartment (in days). USEtox represents environmental compartments as well-mixed boxes, 

described by their total mass, total volume, solid-phase mass, liquid-phase mass, and gas-phase mass. 

Fate modelling considers a series of transport and transformation processes (first-order losses 

equations), which depend on the physicochemical characteristics of the substance and the 

characteristics of the compartments. 
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For freshwater ecotoxicity, the exposure factor (XF) describes the fraction of the chemical in freshwater 

that is bioavailable for uptake by freshwater ecosystem species (expressed in kgbioavailable/kgfreshwater). The 

dissolved fraction was used to be in accordance with ecotoxicity test results. The exposure model for 

humans transfers the amount found in a given environmental compartment to a chemical intake by 

humans, distinguishing direct intake (e.g. air breathing) and indirect intake through bioconcentration 

processes in animal tissues (e.g. meat, milk). The intake by dermal contact is not yet implemented in 

USEtox. The human exposure factors are represented in a matrix with rows representing the seven 

exposure pathways (inhalation, drinking water, above ground produce, below ground produce, meat, 

dairy products and fish) and columns representing the receiving compartment. The human intake 

fractions (iFs in kgintake/kgemitted) is obtained from the multiplication of fate and exposure matrices (i.e. a 

matrix with exposure pathways as rows and source compartment as columns). 

The ecotoxicological effect factor (EF) represents the chronic toxicity of the substance to a freshwater 

ecosystem. The chronic toxicity is chosen to be consistent with the objective of LCA to integrate long-

term impacts. Ecotoxicity test results are preferably taken from chronic or sub-chronic tests at the EC50-

level (statistical robustness fitting the comparative purpose of LCA) for at least three trophic levels 

(typically algae, crustacean and fish). The ecotoxicological EF (expressed in PAF.m3/kg) is calculated as 

0.5/HC50, where HC50 (calculated as geometric mean of selected EC50 values), representing the 

hazardous concentration at which 50% of the species are exposed above their EC50 value. The human 

toxicity EF (in cases/kgintake) is calculated similarly, relying on ED50 value, i.e. the estimated lifetime dose 

for humans related to inhalation or oral exposure that causes an increase in disease probability of 50%. 

For carcinogenic effects, ED50 is usually derived from animal cancer tests based on the tumorigenic 

dose rate for 50% over background in a standard lifetime (TD50) or from low-dose slope factor. For 

non-carcinogenic effects, ED50 values are rarely available and NOEL or LOEL values are applied using 

conversion factors to ED50. 

USEtox mostly characterizes organic substances (3077 chemicals included in the latest version 2.12) 

while only metals are characterized within inorganic substances (27 metal ions in v2.12). Some 

adaptations were required for the modelling of the latter. The fate model is primarily designed for organic 

substances that can be degraded in the environment. For metals, the Henry coefficient or degradation 

rates are thus set at 1.10-20 Pa.m3/mol or 1.10-20 s-1 to reflect the negligible transfer via volatilization or 

the lack of degradation in the environment. Additional partitioning coefficients need to be provided to 

model the fate of metals (between suspended solids and water, sediment particles and water and soil 

particles and water). For ecological exposure factor, the truly dissolved mass of metal in freshwater is 
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considered, based on the geochemical model WHAM 7.0 run for freshwater archetypes, describing water 

chemistry parameters (e.g. pH, presence of anions and cations) influencing the metal species fractions. 

The ecotoxicological effect factor is also derived from the truly dissolved metal species due to the very 

limited bioavailability of other species (geochemical speciation model applied to calculate EC50 for truly 

dissolved metal compared to total EC50 reported in literature). 

The evaluation of impacts in LCA is by default linear. For example, the emissions of a pollutant X in air 

are quantified along the life cycle of a product and normalized to the evaluated function (e.g. the transport 

of one car over 1 km). Within this lifecycle, the pollutant X can be released during the production of a 

component of the car, its assembly, use or disposal. The quantities emitted in each step are normalized 

to the evaluated function, e.g. if the mileage of a car is 200 000 km, the emissions due to the production 

of one car are divided by 200 000. This unitary normalization, done in all LCA database tools to be able 

to calculate lifecycle impacts for products and processes, prevents the LCA practitioner to model the 

real absolute values of emissions. The same CF is thus applied to all emissions of pollutant X along the 

life cycle, without considering if these emissions represent a risk or not. The LCA methodology aims 

first at comparing impacts between products or systems. If the lifecycle of product A generates 10% 

less emissions of pollutant X than product B, the related impacts are also 10% lower. Recently, 

regionalization of LCIA methods is being developed to account for local effects (e.g. the stress induced 

by water consumption in Finland is lower than the one in Greece). In USEtox, specific data (e.g. wind 

speed, human population) for 24 regions (e.g. Europe) are provided in order to regionalize fate and 

exposure modelling. It means that all the emissions of pollutant X within the same region are summed 

along the life cycle and are converted into impacts via a CF, which is different from the emission of 

pollutant X in another region. The temporalization of USEtox to obtain dynamic results has been 

investigated in literature but is not yet implemented in the default use of the method. 

2.3.2 Environmental fate modelling of ENPs 

Meesters et al. 2014, 2016 developed SimpleBox4Nano (SB4N), which adapts the steady-state model 

SimpleBox (used by USEtox for fate modelling) to nanomaterials. The multimedia fate model aims at 

calculating predicted environmental concentrations (PECs) of ENPs species (free, aggregated, and 

attached) in five different environmental media (air, rain, freshwater, sediment and soil). SB4N is based 

on pseudo first-order rate constants to represent transformation processes (hetero-aggregation and 

attachment of free ENP) and transport processes between compartments (dry/wet deposition, soil run-

off, sedimentation, resuspension, soil leaching and sediment burial). A few authors used SB4N to adapt 

the fate modelling in USEtox for ENP release (Deng et al. 2017; Ettrup et al. 2017; Pini et al. 2016; Pu 

et al. 2016; Salieri et al. 2019; Salieri, Pasteris, et al. 2015).  
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The fate model proposed by Salieri et al. 2019 is the most recent and integrated approach developed. 

The authors took particular care to harmonize the definition of the environmental compartments and to 

evaluate the fate of total species, considering fixed ratios between free, attached and aggregated 

species, to be consistent with USEtox framework. The developed model is based on four compartments 

(air, soil, freshwater and sediment), where the rain and air compartments of SB4N were merged. Further 

disaggregation of compartments as done in USEtox (rural and urban air, natural and agricultural soil, 

seawater) should be investigated in the future. The authors applied the new fate model to nano-TiO2 and 

found a good fit with the original SB4N matrix results. The comparison with dynamic modelling showed 

that soil behaves as a storage compartment. To improve the model representativeness, further efforts 

on spatialization should be done, which would also allow to validate results with measured data. The 

availability of data regarding the aggregation and attachment parameters (rate constant, efficiencies…) 

of ENPs also represents a challenge for future research. 

 

2.3.3 Exposure modelling of ENPs 

By simplification and in a conservative approach, the exposure factor for aquatic ecosystems is often 

set to 1 in literature (Ettrup et al. 2017; Miseljic and Olsen 2014; Pu et al. 2016; Salieri, Pasteris, et al. 

2015), i.e. the concentration of ENP in freshwater (calculated from fate modelling) is fully available for 

aquatic species. However, the bioavailability of ENPs can be hampered by the attachment to organic 

matter or to the concentration in biota. Salieri et al. 2019 proposed to distinguish between soluble and 

insoluble ENPs. In the first case, the dissolved fraction should be considered since dissolution is the 

main transformation process. For insoluble ENPs, the bioavailable fraction can be derived from the 

species smaller than 0.45 mm (as for metals and following REACH definition, (ECHA 2008)). For nano-

TiO2, Salieri et al. (2019) considered that this bioavailable fraction was the sum of free and aggregated 

ENP species (the attached fraction is excluded). A different approach was taken by Deng et al. 2017 

who considered only the free fraction of graphene oxide, i.e. excluding the fraction absorbed on humic 

substance (calculated from Langmuir adsorption equation) or accumulated in biota (based on 

bioconcentration factors found in literature). In general, there is a need to further investigate the 

bioavailability of ENPs in freshwater and its calculation. 

For human exposure,  Pini et al. 2016 focused on inhalation and derived XF with USEtox equations to 

convert the ENP concentration in air (considering the sum of free, aggregated and attached ENP species) 

into an uptake by humans (depending on compartment characteristics). The uptake factor is then 

adapted to consider the lung retention factor defined by Walser et al. 2015. Indeed, these authors 

recommended to adapt the exposure factor to lung physiology, because of the specific behavior of small 
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particles in lungs. The uptake via air inhalation is thus determined by the effective ENP dose in the target 

organ for local effects or in the entire human body for systemic effects, based on the total lung retention 

fraction and on the mass of the target organ in which toxic effects are observed. A similar approach was 

followed by Tsang et al. 2017 by applying physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model to 

determine the deposition and retention of nano-TiO2 in lung over time. The authors derived retained-

intake fraction, which is the ratio of the average internal wet lung mass dose of TiO2 per average lifetime 

emitted mass of TiO2, for working exposure scenarios. Regarding other exposure routes than inhalation, 

Ettrup et al. 2017 applied USEtox equations for direct (air inhalation and water drinking) and indirect 

exposure pathways (excluding exposure via meat and milk due to lack of data). The bioaccumulation 

factors for fish, above-ground produce and below-ground produce were derived from literature (the two 

latter factors assumed equal due to a lack of data for the BAFabove-ground). 

 

2.3.4 Effect modelling of ENPs 

The selection of tests and endpoint values is crucial for the quality of the developed CF. This was 

highlighted by Salieri, Righi, et al. 2015 who pointed the influence of the type of ENP (crystalline 

structure, nominal size, impurities content), the test procedure (suspension preparation method) and 

the mode of exposure (time, UV) to the ecotoxicity results. The authors therefore applied criteria to 

select nano-TiO2 endpoints: tests on anatase form (more toxic than rutile form), exclusion of tests with 

different treatments (chemical solvents, filtration, UV radiation) and preference of primary producer tests 

with fluorimetric method (due to algae-particle interactions). Ecotoxicity values are reported, together 

with information about the tests (primary size, method, type and endpoints) and the applied 

inclusion/exclusion criteria by the authors. Ettrup et al. 2017 also followed a qualitative selection of 

aquatic ecotoxicity data, shortlisting studies presenting EC50 data, following standardized test methods 

(ISO, OECD, ATSM, etc.), while tests with severe alterations were excluded. Information about the testing 

conditions are transparently reported (particle type, specie, exposure time, size, test method, specific 

surface area, zeta potential). The authors calculated the EF based on different subsets of data for 

sensitivity analysis: USEtox-compliant, “adequate quality” from (Lützhoft, et al. 2015) “adequate quality” 

studies from Lützhøft et al. (2015) without Protozoa, and all rutile nano-TiO2. The third subset (i.e. 

following guidelines from Lützhøft et al., 2015, that could be used for regulatory purpose but excluding 

protozoa that are highly sensitive) is used as baseline.  

It is interesting to note that the criteria proposed by (Salieri, Pasteris, et al. 2015) and (Ettrup et al. 2017) 

are quite different. The procedure of (Ettrup et al. 2017) seems nevertheless more robust since it relies 

on existing guidelines. In the studies of (Miseljic and Olsen 2014) and (Pu et al. 2016) no qualitative 
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approach was detailed to select tests. However, they both provide the list of EC50 data with tests 

information (size, type and endpoint).  

For human health effect factor, previous studies proposed approaches to select and use toxicity data. 

In particular, for inhalation effects, (Buist et al. 2017) developed a stepwise approach described in a 

decision tree, including the establishment of the hazard profile, the selection of relevant studies, the 

choice of relevant dose metric, derivation of point of departure (based on USE EPA Benchmark Dose 

Software – BMDS), extrapolation to human ED50 and conversion to mass intake. Compared to the default 

USEtox method, the authors applied dose deposited or retained in the lungs instead of the mass intake 

because it is often more relevant for nanoparticles. To facilitate the use of such metric and conversion 

(based on particle size distribution), they suggest to couple USEtox model with multiple-Path Particle 

Dosimetry (MPPD) model. The limitation of using mass intake was also highlighted by (Pini et al. 2016), 

(Tsang et al. 2017) and (Walser et al. 2015), who applied benchmark dose (BMD) for surface area based 

dose metric. The other adaptation from USEtox is to use lower effect doses (e.g. ED10 or ED4) when 

relevant (such as in (Buist et al. 2017; Ettrup et al. 2017; Pini et al. 2016), to avoid extrapolation factors 

to ED50 and potential bias due to non-linear dose-response relationship. In addition, (Buist et al. 2017) 

took into account a severity factor to derive ED50, such weighting should be based on expert judgement 

following defined procedures (from the scientific community or regulatory bodies). Finally, (Walser et 

al. 2015) proposed a decision tree to determine the effect factor based on available data, if it is a high 

aspect ratio ENP or a soluble metal (oxide). The authors suggest to group nanomaterials with similar 

modes of toxic action and/or toxicity profiles to avoid the case by case assessment and create 

consistency. All the cited studies provided detailed information about the selected toxicity tests and data, 

which ensures the transparency and reusability of the results. 

  

2.3.5 Recommended LCIA factors for ENPs 

Based on the analysis of the modelling assumptions, the recommended CFs from availability data in 

literature were compiled (Table 2). For the freshwater ecotoxicity CF of nano-TiO2, the values of (Salieri, 

Pasteris, et al. 2015) are not displayed since they were updated in (Salieri et al. 2019). For the human 

toxicity of nano-TiO2, the CFs of (Pini et al. 2016) were preferred for the emissions to air since the 

authors made the distinction between indoor and outdoor emission and they included the lung retention 

factor for exposure (these aspects are not covered by (Ettrup et al. 2017)). The CFs for indoor exposure 

scenarios proposed by (Tsang et al. 2017) could also be used if information about the emission 

scenario(s) is available and matches the assumptions made by the authors (advanced modelling). 

(Eckelman et al. 2012) also proposed a CF to characterize the freshwater ecotoxicity of carbon 
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nanotubes. However, they did not make the distinction between SWCNT and MWCNT (as done in 

(Rodriguez-Garcia, Zimmermann, and Weil 2014) and followed a very conservative approach (e.g. 

selecting the lowest EC50 instead of applying a geometric mean as recommended in USEtox).  

In Table 2, the CFs for nano-TiO2 are the most robust, thanks to the advanced fate modelling in Salieri 

et al. (2019), Pini et al. (2016) and Ettrup et al. (2017), but also the careful selection of effect data.  

While Ettrup et al. (2017) developed human toxicity and ecotoxicity CFs for the release of nano-TiO2 in 

the three compartments, Pini et al. (2016) focused on human toxicity CF for air emission (indoor or 

outdoor, with greater details than in Ettrup et al., 2017), and Salieri et al. (2019) focused on freshwater 

ecotoxicity CF (applying a more advanced fate model than in Ettrup et al., 2017). The combination 

between fate factors from Salieri et al. (2019) and exposure and effects factors from Pini et al. (2016) 

and Ettrup et al. (2017) could be envisioned to update CF values for all impact categories and emission 

compartments, to take advantage of the state-of-the-art in fate, exposure and effect factor modelling. 

For the freshwater ecotoxicity of nano-Cu and graphene oxide, the authors (Pu et al., 2016 and Deng et 

al., 2017, respectively) also relied on SB4N modelling (or similar colloidal model), the quality of the 

obtained CFs is thus quite high. Unfortunately, only the emission to freshwater is characterized. For 

SWCNT and MWCNT, Rodriguez-Garcia et al. (2014) applied the default USEtox model. The related CFs 

should be used carefully, especially due to the lack of specific nano-fate modelling. This caution applies 

even more for the CF of nano-Ag from Miseljic and Olsen (2014) who applied the default USEtox model 

with very basic assumptions (in particular the fate factor is set to 1 day assuming short residence time 

in freshwater). Due to modelling and qualitative differences, it might be difficult to compare the CFs 

between ENPs and analyse the obtained variations. 

Besides these available CFs, the effects factors from Buist et al. (2017) for MWCNT inhalation could be 

applied with the intake fractions from Rodriguez-Garcia et al. (2014). In particular, the authors derived 

carcinogenic effect factors that were not included in Rodriguez-Garcia et al. (2014). Buist et al. (2017) 

also calculated human effect factors for carbon black and nano-Ag that could be applied if fate and 

human exposure factors would be available for these ENPs. 

Even if we could identify several CFs for ENPs release and some of them with high quality (in particular 

for nano-TiO2, as well as for nano-Cu and graphene oxide for freshwater ecotoxicity only), the 

development of CFs should be pursued to fill data gaps or update previous CFs calculated with basic 

assumptions (this is the case for nano-Ag, SWCNT and MWCNT). 
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Table 2: Best available CFs in literature for freshwater ecotoxicity and human toxicity (non-carcinogenic 
and carcinogenic effects) of ENPs, with [1](Miseljic and Olsen 2014); [2] (Pu et al. 2016); [3] Salieri et 
al. (2019); [4] Pini et al. (2016); [5] Ettrup et al. (2017); [6] Deng et al. (2017) and [7] Rodriguez-Garcia 
et al. (2014) 

 
 
2.4 Result interpretation 

This phase aims at interpreting the LCIA results obtained according to the goal and scope of the study. 

It usually includes the following steps (ISO 2006b):  

 Identification of significant issues 

 Completeness, sensitivity and consistency checks 

 Conclusions, limitations and recommendations 

Most of LCA studies are comparative, i.e. the objective is to compare the environmental impacts of 

several systems providing the same function. The results interpretation therefore analyses the 

environmental impacts and benefits of the compared scenarios for the different environmental indicators 

considered, highlighting the potential trade-offs. In the case of LCA study applied to ENMs, the 

environmental impacts are usually compared with a conventional reference system, and a nano-enabled 

product can induce environmental benefits on some categories but not on others. In order to solve these 

conflicting results, several approaches can be applied, such as the aggregation of midpoint indicators 

into endpoint indicators (impact on human health, ecosystem quality and resources) which can be 

further normalized (e.g. per person equivalent), the monetarization of the impact scores or multi-criteria 

decision analysis (MCDA). For MCDA, weighting factors are applied to the various criteria considered, 

Impact Freshwater ecotoxicity Human toxicity, non-cancer Human toxicity, cancer 
Unit PAF.m3.day/kg (or CTUe/kg) cases/kg (or CTUh) cases/kg (or CTUh) 
Emission 
compartment Air Freshwater Soil Air 

Fresh-
water Soil Air 

Fresh-
water Soil 

nano-Ag  8.57x103 [1]        
nano-Cu  5.96x103

 [2]        

nano-TiO2 
3.69x102 

[3] 3.37x103 [3] 
2.08x103 

[3] 

In [4]: 
1.43x10-2 

Out [4]: 
1.34x10-4 

1.25x10-6 

[5] 
1.42x10-8 

[5] 

In [4]: 
4.19x102 

Out [4]: 
1.77x102 

0 [5] 0 [5] 

Graphene 
oxide 

 7.78x102 [6]        

SWCNT 

Rur [7]: 
3.04x10-3 

Urb [7]: 
4.85x10-3 

1.25x101
 [7] 5.32x10-5 

[7] 

Rur [7]: 
6.75x10-5 

Urb [7]: 
7.50x10-5 

6.60x10-4 

[7] 
2.80x10-7 

[7] 
   

MWCNT 

Rur [7]: 
1.88x102 

Urb [7]: 
1.91x102 

7.40x102 [7] 2.26x102 

[7] 

Rur [7]: 
2.60x10-3 

Urb [7]: 
2.50x10-3 

2.70x10-3 

[7] 
8.30x10-4 

[7] 
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based on opinion from experts or stakeholders, linear programming, willingness to pay or distance to 

target techniques. Regarding ENM evaluation, MCDA was applied on LCA indicators by Hicks 2017, 

where several weighting scenarios were tested (equal, environmental or pro nano weighting factors). 

Besides these potential environmental trade-offs, LCA evaluation relies on several value-choices, 

uncertain assumptions and variable parameters that can affect the conclusions of the study. As stated 

by the ISO standard 14044 (2006), uncertainty and sensitivity analyses shall be conducted for 

comparative studies disclosed to the public (such analyses are also recommended in other situations). 

Uncertainty analysis (propagation of input uncertainty to LCA results) and sensitivity analysis (influence 

on input uncertainty on output uncertainty) can provide an estimation of the variability of the LCA results 

(as well as the difference of LCA results between two scenarios) and identify the main contributors 

explaining this variability, which can be used to refine model parameters and assumptions, and 

determine conditions for which one scenario should be preferred (e.g. calculation of break-event point). 

For the LCA of nano-enabled product or technology, several sources of uncertainty could be critical 

(Cucurachi and Blanco Rocha 2019): 

The definition of the functional unit: As seen in section 2.1, ENM-based product can provide several 

functional properties, which could be captured by different formulations of the functional unit. In addition, 

the related parameters can be variable and uncertain due to the lack of return of experience and the 

influence of the user behavior.  

The definition of the conventional system used as reference for the comparison: As seen in section 2.1, 

the identification of the product that will be replaced by the ENM-based product can be difficult because 

of the potential multi-functionality (several references to be included) and the uncertainty related to 

market deployment (depending on the maturity of the product). 

The determination of LCI data: As seen in section 2.2, due to the low maturity of ENM-based products, 

large uncertainty remains on inventory data along their lifecycle (e.g. energy and materials used for 

production and use, disposal routes), in particular the potential release of ENP emissions. 

The environmental impacts of ENP emissions: As observed in section 2.3, there is not yet 

characterization factors for ENP in LCIA methods and the CFs developed in literature suffer from high 

uncertainties due to necessary model adaptations to reflect the cause-effect chain of ENP emissions. 

Several nano-LCA studies investigated the effects of these uncertainties, mostly applying scenario 

analysis. Such technique was applied for example to consider future improvements when upscaling a 

nanotechnology (e.g. Cossutta et al. 2020; Cossutta, McKechnie, and Pickering 2017; Fransman et al. 
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2017) or worst-case and realistic scenarios for ENP release and impact evaluation (e.g. Garvey et al. 

2019; Hischier, Salieri, and Pini 2017) extended the scenario analysis by covering a large panel of 

uncertainty sources, from the definition of the functional unit, to the production data, ENP release and 

CF for ENP. By combining all the possible alternatives, the authors could define the range of LCA results 

(uncertainty analysis) and identify the factors with the highest influence (sensitivity analysis). Probability 

distribution sampling was also applied to determine the distribution of LCA results due to inventory 

variability (e.g. Fransman et al. 2017; Hicks et al. 2015) of the distribution of CF due to LCIA model 

parameters variability (e.g. Eckelman et al. 2012; Garvey et al. 2019). Monte Carlo sampling, i.e. random 

sampling of inputs within their probability distribution, is usually applied since this technique is available 

in most of LCA software tools. The sensitivity of LCA results due to input uncertainty can be tested by 

varying one parameter at a time (OAT method also called perturbation analysis) on a defined variability 

range and analyse the parameters which induce the largest variations on LCA results (e.g. Ahmed et al. 

2017; Wu et al. 2020).  

In order to increase the reliability and relevance of LCA results, it is important to generalize the use of 

sensitivity and uncertainty analyses. Even if there is not a standard protocol to perform these analyses, 

some authors provided recommendations, as in Igos et al. (2019), which could be followed. Based on 

this paper, the first step is to list all the possible sources of uncertainty. For modelling choices (e.g. 

definition of system boundaries, functional unit, reference scenario, LCIA method), alternative scenarios 

should be defined, covering the maximum of relevant possibilities (scenarios development with relevant 

experts is therefore encouraged). For quantitative data (e.g. functional properties, inventory data or CFs), 

the minimum and maximum values should be at least defined (e.g. as used by Garvey et al. 2019 with 

worst-case and realistic values), and complemented with probability distributions if possible (e.g. as 

done by Fransman et al. 2017). It is important to carefully define these uncertainty ranges or distributions 

(e.g. based on experts’ review or literature data review) to obtain representative results. Indeed, the use 

of a generic variation for all parameters (e.g. ±10%), which has been done for example by Ahmed et al. 

2017, can generate unrealistic sensitivity measures. Since the characterization of inputs uncertainty 

(both modelling assumptions and parameters) can be time-consuming, a prioritization can be applied, 

depending on the contribution of flows to baseline LCA impacts and on a qualitative assessment of input 

uncertainty. 

The variability of LCA results, i.e. uncertainty analysis, can be obtained by calculating the impacts for all 

alternative scenarios defined, and by using the minimum and maximum values of input data. When input 

probability distributions are defined, Monte Carlo sampling can be performed, or other more advanced 

sampling methods depending on the level of competences (e.g. stratified sampling like Latin hypercube). 
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When comparing scenarios, it is important to run the uncertainty analysis on the difference between two 

scenarios (discernibility analysis) in order to consider the common uncertain factors. As mentioned 

above, the easiest way to identify the key inputs contributing to LCA uncertainty, i.e. perform sensitivity 

analysis, is the scenario analysis or individual parameters variation (OAT). With advanced competences 

and LCA tools (e.g. Brightway2), screening or global sensitivity analysis techniques, such as the method 

of elementary effects (MoEE) or Sobol method, can provide more relevant and reliable information (e.g. 

quantification of non-linear effects, interactions and significance of the obtained sensitivity measures). 

The obtained results from sensitivity and uncertainty analyses should be clearly communicated in the 

LCA study, so that the reader can understand the limitations, confidence and reliability of the presented 

results. 
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3 Guidance on practical implementation of study 

This guidance document is written in mainly to benefit LCA practitioners performing an ex-ante study 

on the potential environmental and human health related impacts occurring over the full (anticipated) 

life cycle of a nanomaterial or nano-enabled product in the context of a risk governance process focusing 

on risks and benefits associated with ENMs and NEPs.  

Recognising that resources or competences may be limited in this perspective, here three types of study 

are outlined with different degrees of complexity: i) a qualitative screening analysis, ii) a screening LCA 

study, and iii) a full comparative LCA study. A decision tree as to how to select between these studies, 

as well as a short summary of the guidance is included in Figure 2. Each of the study types is discussed 

in the following sections.  

 

 

Figure 1: Overview on the type of studies that can be performed.  
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3.1 Qualitative screening analysis 

For those projects were the ENM or NEP is in a very early stage of development or where LCA resources 

are not readily available a qualitative screening analysis from a life cycle perspective is recommended 

to provide a notion of potential risks and benefits along the life cycle associated with the envisioned 

product. Such a qualitative screening would have to include at least an estimate of key parameters and 

elements along the life cycle of an ENM or NEP. Example elements to include are: energy use, material 

Use, use of hazardous substances, estimation of waste generation, estimation of pollutant emissions 

including an estimation of the likelihood of emission of ENM or NEP, estimation of durability and 

maintenance of the ENM/NEP and its recycling potential, as well as any potential risks in relation to waste 

processing in end-of-life. Some of these estimates may have a quantitative value attached, but a 

qualitative scheme classifying estimates as being high, medium, or low would suffice at this stage. The 

use of the LICARA nanoSCAN tool, included in Tier 1 assessment of SUNDS decision support system, 

can facilitate this analysis (see: https://sunds.gd).  

While in itself not sufficient to be a basis for decision making in Risk-Benefit analysis of ENMs and NEPs 

(frankly, this procedure does not qualify as an LCA) such an analysis may act as first screening and give 

valuable inputs and perspectives into the design process, until the stage where a more extensive analysis 

is required or warranted.   

 

3.2 Screening LCA 

Depending on resources a qualitative screening analysis may be passed to perform a screening LCA 

immediately. This is recommended for project still in the design phase (evidenced by low Technology 

Reference Level), but where capacity to conduct LCA is available to the organization. A screening LCA 

has a purpose to identify key parameters and hotspots in the value chain were data exists or may be 

lacking for a full comparative LCA. The screening LCA is mainly built upon data found in literature for 

similar processes, as well as crude quantitative estimates of process parameters. All of the phases 

described in the life cycle inventory modelling part of the guidance may be included, though not 

necessarily with a high degree of certainty associated with parameter values. This should be 

acknowledged in the conclusion and can to some extent be mitigated by using tools such as scenario 

analysis, in order to investigate how the product system responds to what-if situations (e.g. what if 

energy use was three times higher than initially anticipated?). The screening LCA may also acts as a 

pre-study for a full comparative LCA in order to map knowledge gaps and steer data collection efforts 

for a full comparative LCA study.  
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3.3 Comparative LCA 

An ENM or NEP that already is at a high TRL benefits best from a full comparative LCA in order to 

demonstrate its potential risks and benefits to environment in comparison to a traditional (bulk) product 

or another ENM or NEP. This guidance provides elements to include in such a study as well as an 

overview of potential challenges in relation to LCA.  

A full comparative LCA is likely resource intensive, as many key elements will not be available from 

either standard LCI databases or in the literature. Thus, sufficient resources have to be allocated towards 

data collection through measurement or modelling. In the case of NEPs containing ‘standard’ ENMs this 

guidance provides characterization factors for both the freshwater ecotoxicity and human toxicity impact 

categories.  

However, specification of custom impact categories and impact indicators (for example related to direct 

worker exposure) may fall within the scope of such a study. The added benefit of this approach is that 

much of the thus developed knowledge may provide input to other parts of the risk governance process 

such as risk management or health, safety and environmental management.  
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4 Conclusion 

In this report, we detail various approaches to perform Life Cycle Assessment of engineered 

nanomaterials and nano-enabled products. The guidelines are complimentary in nature to CEN-TS-

17276:2018. Many of the traditional elements in LCA procedure do not change whether LCA is conducted 

on an ENM, NEP, or bulk product and we refer to the existing standard and framework text provided by 

ISO 14040, ISO 14044 and CEN-TS-17276:2018. This guidance focuses on construction of the Life Cycle 

Inventory model, as well as a state-of-the-art overview and recommendations for Life Cycle Impact 

Assessment modelling for ENMs and NEPs, while highlighting challenges for goal and sope and 

interpretation phases.  

Recommendations are given on how to model the life cycle inventory for production, use, and end-of-

life phases of an ENM or NEP, intended for LCA practitioners working from the perspective of ENM or 

NEP production and manufacturing. These guidelines are meant to be used in parallel to other tools in 

a Risk Governance process of ENMs covering various aspects of risk management and perspectives in 

risk-benefit analysis. Therefore, special attention to include direct human exposure as well as release of 

nanomaterial or degradation products to the environment are emphasized in all unit processes of the 

life cycle inventory.   

The overview of nano-related LCIA details state-of-the-art in fate, exposure and effect modelling for 

nanomaterials and contains a recommendation on specific characterization factors to be used for a 

limited list of specific ENMs in the midpoint impact categories freshwater ecotoxicity and human toxicity.  

Lastly, recognizing that both the knowledge base and resources may be limited depending on 

organizational characteristics, the guidance emphasizes different ways to use life cycle considerations 

in the context of Risk Governance, ranging from qualitative screening analysis to a full comparative LCA 

study with custom application of life cycle impact indicators and development of characterization factors.  
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